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#MAKEADIFFERENCE
Our recruitment campaign highlighting
the impact our staff make on our cadets

TO YOUR DUTIES,
QUICK MARCH!
Meet current members of the VCC as they describe their time in the Organisation and
being a part of the Naval Service history.
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Welcome to the spring edition of The Challenge magazine! This issue, you can have a round up
of the various ceremonial events that the VCC has been proud to be part of, the start of the
intense Field Gun Season, as well as seeing how the VCC has continued to flourish especially
with the launch of our #MakeADifference and #MeetTheChallenge recruiting campaigns.
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Don’t Just Read It…

Look to Your Front!
Under the watchful eye of Lt Col Terry Wing
RMC, Portsmouth Division RMVCC warmly
welcomes new recruits as they Pass Out as
VCC Cadets!
Learn more of our Pass Out Parades from
Arbroath to Gosport throughout this edition.

...say something! Contributions from cadets, staff and
families are welcome here at the editor’s office. Just send
your pictures and words to us by email at
thechallenge@volunteercadetcorps.org and you may get to
see them in print.

Commander’s View
Lt Col Terry Wing RMC, Commander VCC, shares with us his latest thoughts…
With this year’s Phase Training nearly completed and summer camps fast approaching in exotic location of France
and the Isle of Wight, I thought it poignant to highlight what a fantastic training year it has been for the VCC.
I would like to congratulate both Cadets and Staff, for their amazing achievement during the transition of
becoming a MOD Sponsored and Recognised Cadet Force equal to our UK Cadet counterparts.
The VCC is going from strength to strength and we welcome 3 new VCC Units to the fold, HMS
Excellent RNVCC, Arbroath Division RMVCC and HMS Sultan Gosport Detachment RMVCC. All 3
Units have been a total success with great numbers joining the new Units and demonstrating that
we the VCC can provide a top class environment for new units to thrive. The RMVCC Band
Portsmouth Company has moved locations from Portsmouth to Gosport to increase its recruiting
and maximise potential which has turned out to be a great of success. The Portsmouth Company
band has not closed but is taking a break for now, which I am sure will reform in due course.
All VCC units have been extremely busy as always with such activities as the start of the Field Gun
Season, Duke of Edinburgh Award, and many more both by land and by sea, where without doubt
lead the way for excellence in the Cadet experience.
A select few cadets have been awarded the honour and the high status as the 1st Sea Lord Cadet
and attended the investment ceremony on board HMS Victory in from of both family and staff. This
is a very prestigious award and I wish them well for their 2019 appointment.

VolunteerCadet Corps
158 Bldg, HMS Excellent
Portsmouth PO2 8ER
Volunteercadetcorps.org
02392 574495

I wish to personally thank all of the Staff for their high levels of professionalism and continuing to
Make A Difference who without, the cadet experience would not be able to be delivered in the only
way that the VCC can. I also with to mention, the cadets, who with our guidance and opportunities
provided to the have shown full commitment to the Meet the Challenge and become responsible,
dependable and useful members of society and becoming first class Cadets. Demonstrating that
the VCC is a leading cadet organisation of the Naval Cadet Forces today.

Managing Editor: Lt Louis Colpitts RMC
Every care has been taken in the preparation of this
publication but neither the VCC nor the MOD can be
held responsible for the accuracy of the information
contained herein or any consequence arising from it.
Views expressed by contributors do not necessarily
reflect those of the VCC or the MOD.
© VolunteerCadet Corps 2019
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Right: Lt Col Terry Wing RMC, Commander
VCC inspects the newest Cadets to pass out
in the Organisation and proudly presents
them with Caps and VCC Cadet status.
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VCC Training Centre
With the expansion of the VCC, we have opened our very
own Training Centre. Based at HMS Sultan, our new VTC
will be used to enable us to provide opportunities to
develop both our cadets and staff.
In February, the VTC hosted senior cadets from across the
VCC for a Development Weekend which saw them build on
their leadership, teamwork and communication skills so
that they are prepared for life and also taking greater
leadership responsibilities in their retrospective Units.
Keep an eye out for future training and development
opportunities at the VTC to enhance your VCC experience!

Above: Cadets from across the VCC at their Senior Cadets Development
Weekend with VTC XO SLt Alfie Richardson RNC.

Life on the Ocean Wave!
During the February half-term, cadets from HMS Sultan
and HMS Collingwood embarked for two days at sea on
the P2000 patrol ships, HMS EXPLOIT and HMS BLAZER.
Cadets were given the opportunity to take the helm,
steering the 20m vessel as she steamed through the
Solent at 22 knots.
This opportunity provided our cadets to put their
Seamanship skills that they have learnt through our VCC
training evenings into practice.
LOOK FORWARD: Watch this space for more opportunities to embark on
unique experiences to enhance your VCC career!
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Our Children, Our Future
My father is a former Royal Marine
and when I heard about the new
Division of the Volunteer Cadet Corps
coming to RM Condor, Arbroath, there
was no doubt that my brother Fraser
and I would be joining as quick as we
could.
Our training programme has been
good fun and interesting. We’ve been
fortunate to have received a whole
bunch of training from the 45 Cdo
team and although we’ve covered a
lot, my personal highlights have been
undergoing some First Aid training
with one f the medics (who covered
lots of important life saving
techniques); physical training from
the PTIs; map reading and field
tactics. Our ‘Ex First Steps’ was also a
great experience – we set up our
bivvies and camped out for the night
on the airfield at RM Condor on what
proved to be a very chilly night! With
First Step under our belts we could
then proceed to become full RMVCC
Cadets which would allow us to Pass
Out and gain our Blue Berets.
Our Passing Out Parade was held on
12 January 2019 at RM Condor. Eager
and excited. It was a proud moment
for me when I began to see parents,
The cadets proudly wearing
their berets, with the cadet
instructors at the rear and front
row, centre, Ant Middleton,
Major Bell RM, Lt Col Wing
RMC and Major Spratt RMC.
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By Cadet Owen Morris (aged 14)
family and friends gathering. As the
presentation got under way our VIP
Guest, Mr Ant Middleton, former SF
Operator, handed over our covered
Blue Berets. I was very excited and
proud to received my beret and it’s a
moment that I will not forget. To
complete the presentation, I put on
my beret, took two paces to the side
and saluted Lt Col Wing RMC.
Once the presentation of berets was
completed, we all fell outside Bewley
Hall to get ready to march across to
the adjacent drill shed. At this point,
we were all feeling very proud of
ourselves; for the first time we could
wear our uniforms and properly call
ourselves Royal Marines Cadets of the
Arbroath Division VCC.
To see such a large turnout of parents
and guests supporting us at the
parade was also very moving.
Once we marched into the Drill Shed
and got ready for the inspection, I was
really struggling to hold back my
smiles, but I kept control and stood to
attention ready to be inspected. That
part over, we were dismissed. Inside,
we were met by a lovely reception
where we got teacakes and lots of
other treats and the chance to mingle

with family, friends and fellow Cadets.
We had such a fantastic day and it
was great to share with family and Ant
Middleton.

Cadet Owen Morris with VIP Inspecting Officer, Ant
Middleton.

Cadet Daniel Baldwin, who received the Belle Isle
Cup top award, presenting Ant Middleton with a
Troop 181 Plaque with Chief Instructor CSgt Derek
McNulty RMC.

Cadet Field Gun
The Cadet Field Gun is one of the most popular activities and sports in which VCC cadets participate. It helps to
develop team work, discipline and fitness, but is also very enjoyable. CPO ‘Baz’ Hearn RN, couldn’t resist just one
more chance to be Battery Commander and as the CO of HMS Collingwood RNVCC before coming a full-time
Janner…
As the 2019 season looms ever closer
the mandated VCC Field Gun Training
weekend was held on the FG tracks of
HMS Collingwood to ensure all crews
can train and compete in a safe but
enjoyable environment before the
season starts.
Crews from HMS Collingwood, HMS
Sultan and RM Portsmouth have
entered this year and all turned up with
a steely eye of determination and a
willingness to learn. The two day
training programme is a hands on
experience where Cadets learn by
going through the process of learning
the drills before competitions start.
Though some training had already
begun at unit level, the trainers were
utilised to break down individual
elements of the run in a slow process to
ensure all crew members understood
their roles and responsibilities. After
lunch crews were paired up with a
judge who would explain the penalty
points whilst going through a ‘slow
time’ competition run. By the end of
Day 1 crews had been given all the
information and training required to
conduct timed runs led by their
individual trainers. Weary from the
day’s events, Cadets were dismissed
knowing that they had done a full days
training and required rest for the next
day.
Sunday morning soon came around
along with glorious sunshine, Cadets
and staff were upbeat. Crews were
socialising away from the FG track and
friendships were being forged. It was

soon time to march down to the tracks
and focus on the day’s events. The
forenoon was back to full practices and
refining drill. It soon went, we broke for
lunch before the fun competition
happened in the afternoon.
The idea of the fun competition is to
provide some competition experience
before the season starts to all crews.
Families and staff started to gather for
the competition and although fun, you
could feel the atmosphere change as
the crews focus on the challenge ahead
and maybe, just maybe get the first
bragging rights of the 2019 season!
The competition was close with
Collingwood winning the first run by 1
second. As the second run was started
HMS Sultan got away to a flying start
and were clearly ahead. At the finishing
line they had clawed the time back. It
was all on the third and final run. The
Battery Commander sounded the start,
all three teams thundered down the
track all wanting to do their units
proud. At the action front Sultan were
ahead. The winner was going to be
decided on the final run home. The
retreat was sounded crews built the
limber and attached to the gun before
making their way to the finish line.
Both Collingwood and Sultan picked up
penalties on the way back…..could RM
Portsmouth exploit the opportunity…..?
All three crews crossed the finishing
line in close succession, it was now
down to the judges and timekeepers to
put all the results together.
The crews gathered and fell in by the

VIP waiting to hear the results, timings
were checked and the winner
announced. HMS Collingwood won by a
second after all crews picking up
penalties. The competition was closely
contested and every FG crew member
was proud of their achievements. The
VIP, Maj Chris Spratt VCC, awarded the
trophy and said how well everyone had
done. As always there was a photo
opportunity before all crews marched
off before being dismissed.

Above: HMS Collingwood Cadets in full
run during the VCC Field Gun Weekend
Overall the weekend was a great
success, Cadets stated how they
enjoyed themselves and it was
noticeable how well the units
integrated. We wish all FG crews the
very best of luck for the forthcoming
season knowing it will be another great
one!
Finally, the weekend will happen again
next year with the aim of expanding the
competition and include more from the
VCC organisation.
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A selection of photographs from the VCC Field Gun Weekend,
held at HMS Collingwood under the direction of CPO A Hearn RN.
Photos courtesy of South East RFCA.
www.volunteercadetcorps.org

DofE In Action
Cadets
from
RNVCC
Units
at
HMS
COLLINGWOOD, EXCELLENT and SULTAN and
RMVCC Units at Gosport and Portsmouth
commenced their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award in January.

Above: a nav-check is never wasted time when
on a DofE expedition

Since then they have undertaken a wide variety of activities to
work towards their Volunteering, Physical and Skills sections.
These have included activities such as mentoring junior Cadets
and working in a charity shop for the Volunteering Section; Field
Gun and Swimming for the Physical Section; and marksmanship,
model construction and even learning Latin for their Skills
Section.
However, the one section which brings all the Cadets together is
the Expedition, which Bronze Award participants undertake over
2 days and one night. The Cadets need to complete this
unsupervised, relying upon each other and on the skills they
learn during the expedition training to succeed.

Above: Cpl Coltman gives the thumbs up to
cooking with a Trangia stove

The training began in February and culminated in a one-day
navigational exercise, which took place on at the end of April on
Hankley Common, part of the Longmoor Military Ranges in
Surrey. Having proven their abilities they will proceed onto the
Practice Expedition in mid-May which will be the rehearsal for
the Qualifying Expedition at the end of June. With continued
hard work by the participants the first of the 2019 Bronze
Awards will start to be awarded soon afterwards!!
Recruiting for the 2020 Duke of Edinburgh’s Award will begin in
September. If you are interested in doing your Bronze Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award with the VCC then ask your Unit Training
Officer or go to volunteercadetcorps.org/vcc-dofe.

Above: the Portsmouth Division RMVCC DofE
team ready for the off

VCC Alumni
Phoebe Loveridge, ex Plymouth Division RMVCC Cadet has picked
up Gold at the Ministry of Defence of the Year Awards Ceremony
2018 and Apprentice of the Year with the Institute of Technology.
The entire VCC would like to congratulate Phoebe on her success
and shows that the VCC has aided her with providing opportunities
to meet the challenge and prepare for life but ultimately, make a
difference!
Above: Phoebe Loveridge, Plymouth Division RMVCC
alumni is presented with multiple awards in the MoD.
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Our Values

Royal Navy Values
Commitment

As we are part of the Naval Service, we share the values
of our parent organisations of the Royal Navy and Royal
Marines.
We therefore expect all our cadets and adult volunteers
to recognise and adhere to those values.

Selfless personal commitment is the foundation of the Naval
Service and enable us to demonstrate a sense of authority and
purpose. We must be prepared to serve whenever and where we
are required, and to do our very best all times. This means that we
accept that we will be expected to put the needs of the mission,
and of our team, ahead of our own interests.

Courage
Courage creates the strength to find the fighting spirit that
creates a winning team. We must have the physical courage to
carry on with our task regardless of danger and discomfort, and
the moral courage to do what we know is right.

Discipline
The Naval Service must be disciplined if it’s to be effective. We
must therefore obey all lawful orders from our superiors. Selfdiscipline is fundamental, being able to discipline ourselves will
earn us the respect and trust of others, and equip us to cope with
the difficult, individual decisions we will have to make.

Royal Marines Values
Commando Mindset
Be the first to understand, the first to adapt and respond and the
first to overcome.

Commando Values
Excellence
Strive to do better.

Integrity

Respect

Tell the truth.

It is particularly important that we show the greatest respect,
tolerance, understanding and compassion for others regardless of
their personal background; leadership and teamwork depend on it,
and we have the fundamental right to expect to be treated with the
same degree of respect and dignity by all whom we serve.

Self-Discipline

Integrity

Commando Spirit

Integrity is that quality of an individuals character that
encompasses honesty, sincerity, reliability and unselfishness. It is
an essential requirement of both leadership and comradeship.
Unless we maintain our integrity, others will not trust us and
teamwork will suffer. Putting this integrity into practice
sometimes requires us to show moral courage because our
decisions may not always be popular. This is not always easy;
however, doing the right thing always earns respect.

Loyalty
The Nation, the Naval Service and those whom we serve rely on our
commitment, dedication and support.
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Resist the easy option.

Humility
Respect the rights, diversity and contribution of others.

Courage
Get out front and do what is right.

Determination
Never give up.

Unselfishness
Oppo first, team second, self last.

Cheerfulness
Make humour the heart of morale.

Is it a Bird? Is it a Plane?
No! That’s Leading Cdt Gareth from HMS Sultan RNVCC
gliding through the air on the Cadet Naval Aviation Course
based at RNAS Yeovilton.

This course introduces the cadets to the environment that they would find in both Civil and Military Aviation. Covering a variety
of aviation subjects including the theory of flight, meteorology, flight planning and introducing a high-pressure environment
designed to simulate the workload of a budding pilot.
Leading Cdt Gareth was awarded his Bronze Wings that he is entitled to wear throughout his VCC career and to be one of the
first to do so. We are all very proud of his achievements.

By Royal Appointment
The Duke of Edinburgh’s (DofE) Award is an internationally recognised
accreditation scheme designed to promote and reward personal and social
development in young people between the ages of 14 and 25. It is for
everyone who likes a challenge and its mission is simple: ‘to inspire, guide
and support young people in their self-development, and recognise their
achievements’.
As the Award Scheme’s aims complement those of the VCC, many VCC
activities, such as shooting, drill display and the Field Gun Competition,
qualify individuals for elements of the Awards. Taking part in the Scheme is
voluntary, and participants follow their chosen activities for the
Volunteering, Physical and Skills elements of the Award at their own pace
with guidance from someone knowledgeable in each subject. The final
element of the Award is an Expedition for which the participants must train,
plan and complete unsupervised.

Above: Commander Simon Weaver Royal Navy, the VCC DofE
National Manager receiving the National Operating Authority
License from Peter Westgarth, the DofE Chief Executive, at St
James’s Palace in November 2018.

In 2017 the Volunteer Cadet Corps became a Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
Scheme National Operating Authority in its own right and began to roll out
the of the Award across the entire VCC. All Portsmouth based Units began
offering the award in 2018 and RMVCC Plymouth currently have a member of
staff training to become a DofE Leader and will offer the award from
September with other Units joining in time.

If you want to learn more about doing the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award with
the VCC then ask your Unit Training Officer or go to
volunteercadetcorps.org/vcc-dofe
Meet The Challenge!

#MakeADifference Campaign
We touch base with VCC Executive Officer (Training), Major Chris Spratt RMC, as he
explains the significance of our #MakeADifference recruiting campaign for
Cadet Force Adult Volunteers (CFAVs) throughout our organisation.
The VCC has taken some great steps forward over the past few years, especially since achieving full MOD sponsored status in October
2017. This was a real milestone for the organisation and cemented our place amongst the UK’s cadet forces and demonstrated the
MOD’s confidence in our staff and in what we do.
One of the notable challenges, indeed opportunities, from this is the need to expand the skill sets of our adult volunteers. Our staff, be
they uniformed or non-uniformed, are the life-blood of the Cadet Corps; without them we simply wouldn’t function.
Often unrecognised, they volunteer increasing
amounts of their spare time not only to train our
cadets and put on fun activities but also to attend
courses. More so than ever we are asking more of
our adult volunteers.
Unlike the other UKCFs we do not have a cadre of
permanent staff looking after strategy and policy;
with one exception the VCC is entirely run by
volunteers in their spare time. I am therefore very
mindful of the demands we place on our adult
volunteers, as enthusiastic as they are. Its
important that we therefore encourage new adults
to join us – we need to spread the workload.
Of course, its not all a burden; we all get great
satisfaction from what we do, otherwise we
wouldn’t do it; but we need to be careful not to
overload our dedicated and committed staff.
Our ‘Make A Difference’ campaign therefore is designed to publicise the VCC, the opportunities open to adults and the benefits they
could gain from volunteering with our Cadet Corps. I really do believe that we, as staff, make a significant and positive difference to
the formative years of our inspirational young people. When you look at a cadet overcome their fear of heights, watch a cadet grow in
confidence, and see a cadet develop their life skills, knowing that one has contributed to that really does make all the effort
worthwhile. Being a volunteer with the VCC will have an impact on cadets’ lives that will last them a lifetime – I think that is a special
privilege.
I would encourage any adult, young or old, who has a spare few hours each week to think about volunteering with us. Yes, there are
some administrative hoops to jump through, and some basic training to attend, but whether its four hours a week or more, knowing that
one has helped a young person get a head start in life is just so rewarding – it really is so satisfying to know that one has Made a
Difference!

Joiners & Leavers
Joiners:
Capt Nigel Foster RMC is appointed as Training & Safety Officer.
Leavers:
Lt John Neale RMC (HQ & Plymouth RMVCC)
Mrs Michelle Kennedy (HQ VCC)
WO2 Sharon Stallard RMC (Portsmouth VCC)
Lt Mikaela Rees-Swindon RN (HQ VCC)

Above: Chris Edwards, Portsmouth RMVCC is promotion
to WO2 and appointment to Second-in-Command.

Position Change:
Lt Louis Colpitts RMC is appointed as Headquarters Fundraising and Charity Officer.
CPO Adam ‘Baz’ Hearn RN is appointed as Headquarters Cadet Development Co-ordinator (South West).
PO Andy Sanson RNC is promoted to CPO RNC and is appointed Commanding Officer, HMS Collingwood RNVCC.
Sgt Neil Anstee RMC is appointed Bandmaster, Band of the RMVCC(Portsmouth Area).
WO2 Paul Holden RMC is appointed Commanding Officer, Lympstone Division RMVCC
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From Around the Units

Below: Investment of 2 VCC First Sea Lord Cadets (Cdt Sgt
Yannis from Portsmouth RMVCC and PO Cdt Alfie from HMS
Sultan RNVCC, pictured with Commander VCC onboard HMS
Victory during the ceremony.

Left: WO2 Paul Holden RMC, CO
Lympstone RMVCC delightfully
promotes cadets during a
recent parade.

Above: Band of Royal Marines Volunteer Cadet Corps (Plymouth)
performing Mess Beatings at the Officers Mess in RMB Stonehouse

Above: Cadets putting their first aid, leadership and
teamwork skills into practice in a simulated casualty exercise
during the Senior Cadet Development Weekend at VTC.

Right: Portsmouth Division
RMVCC would like to thank
Anchorage Park Morrison's and
their customers for their
outstanding generosity during
their bag packing event.
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The aim of the VCC is to provide opportunities for young people to
develop in to responsible, dependable and useful members of society,
employing the traditions and practises of the Naval Service as the basis
for their activities
www.volunteercadetcorps.org
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